
 

 

Guide for freelance translators 

Irish  

 

Context 

For the general context of the ECA’s work, please see the “Guide for freelance translators – English”. 

In view of the end of the derogation for the Irish language in 2022, as from January of that year, the ECA will 

have to publish translations of all its main documents in Irish. The ECA is currently recruiting Irish translators in 

order to be able to cope with this task. However, it is unlikely that a sufficient number of Irish translators will be 

working at the ECA by January 2022 to deal with its requirements, and considerable numbers of its products will 

have to be outsourced for translation by external providers. 

Documents to be translated 

Every audit involves a flow of correspondence and documents between the ECA and the Member States. Every 

document produced in-house is drafted in English but documents leaving the ECA and sent to the MS bodies are 

usually translated beforehand into the language of the MS concerned. This will most likely be the case for 

exchanges with auditees and other bodies and organisations involved in managing EU funds in Ireland. 

In all likelihood, the main preliminary documents will be questionnaires and surveys to gather information in the 

initial phases of the audit; replies to such questionnaires and surveys; clearing letters to auditees, drawn up 

after the audit and containing the audit findings; replies to clearing letters from the auditees, which will have to 

be translated from Irish into English.  

The bulk of the translation work, however, will consist of documents for publication, either in the Official 

Journal of the European Union, or on the ECA’s webpages. These will be: 

- the annual reports 

- special reports 

- annual specific reports 

- reviews 

- opinions 

- press releases 

 

Status and treatment of documents to be translated 



 

 

Clearing letters and replies to them deal with sensitive issues concerning internal procedures of Member State 

and EU bodies and are to be treated as confidential. The content of documents for publication are to be 

considered confidential up the time of release for publication. 

Quality standard 

For the main exchanges and working documents concerning audit work, the same guidelines apply as for 

translation into English (please see “Guide for freelance translators – English – Quality standard” for clearing 

letters and replies to them). 

Documents for publication (reports, reviews, opinions, press releases) must be translated to generally accepted 

standards of good Irish, both in respect of the words used (lexis), grammar, syntax and style. Texts must be clear 

and readable, their content comprehensible and easily accessible both to stakeholders and the public. 

Sources and reference material 

The ECA itself has translated very little into Irish to date, so can offer little reference material of its own. 

However, the other EU institutions have done a great deal of work over the past few years, particularly the Irish 

translation teams of the Commission and European Parliament, including translation of much of the acquis. We 

therefore recommend consultation of their internet sites and use of the EU’s tools and databases, e.g. Quest, 

IATE, Euramis, EUR-Lex. Irish government and university resources available online will also be of help. 

The ECA will ensure that its own in-house translators work in close cooperation with external providers, so that, 

through consultation and exchange, the ECA can build a broad corpus of translated material and an audit 

terminology database for Irish that will facilitate work both in-house and for external providers and guarantee 

consistency in future.  

 


